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What seems like a consultation gone wrong was one in which the writer and tutor were able to puzzle through
an issue together. But, Geller et al. The Everyday Writing Center. I have long forgotten his name, but his story
stays with me. Peripheral Visions for Writing Centers. In practice, students are provided with palatable and
nutritious pre-packaged food items, such as super-food bars, peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, string cheese,
yogurt, granola, and rice treats. While tutorial attendance was low, the coordinator noted a second problem:
students were hungry. News and Events words or less We are seeking news and events of interest to the
writing center community. What I offer up is a different theory on how to look at - rather than through -
writing center theory. The consultation shifted from looking through the paper as a text written for a class, to
looking at the paper as a way of knowing - a way for the writer to express her fears about being at a university
in which most people didn't speak her native language. We welcome a broad range of genres: personal
narratives, program descriptions, qualitative or quantitative research, etc. After all, Coyote has humiliated
himself in front of humans: his eyes are eaten, thus forever gone. ALA board members are looking forward to
this change in our Fall Conference. That was my first time realizing that it's not so much the degree to which
so-called foreigners need to assimilate to American culture, but how Americans need to be welcoming and
embrace other cultures. Geller, Anne, et al. ALA looks forward to serving our members with the Arkansas R.
It seems to me that the writer from my story was in the difficult position of having to work with a faculty
member who saw his name, noticed his accent, and thus marked him as deficient in grammar, finding mistakes
where there were none. It is where Villanueva and McKinney leave off that I begin. Writing Center Spotlights
words We are seeking to profile one centers in each issue to highlight the unique approaches of centers in our
region. Let us know if you are interested and we will send guiding questions. Meyer, Emily, Louise Smith.
The ability to read, write, and communicate connects people to one another and empowers them to achieve
things they never thought possible. New Venue - Going to The Vines! Coyote is calling; are you in? Brief
Articles , words We are seeking submissions about tutoring and writing center work regarding theory,
practice, assessment, outreach, innovation, technology, etc. What I hope sharing these stories will do is to
open up more discourse about how we as writing center professionals can work beyond the binary. Candi was
taking an ELL version of English , and she wrote about her experiences in a classroom where she was one of
the only non-native speakers of English. Our membership is open to all educators, parents, community leaders,
and anyone interested in promoting literacy. Since his field of study was so different from mine, I asked
questions about content, clarity and his intended audience. Our hope is for our members to encourage new
leaders in Arkansas to become involved, not only in our organization but also in literacy advocacy. Hyde,
Lewis. He seemed strangely satisfied with our consultation. When moments of uncertainty crop up - moments
where bluffing might seem like a good idea, and when we try to bluff our way through, people pick up on it.
Brooks, Jeff. Candi and I worked together frequently during her time at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. I
apologized for not being helpful. In one year, PASS significantly increased student attendance for writing
tutoring while supporting thousands of students in a holistic manner. Sharing food is one of the dearest
expressions of humanity; it is much like sharing the written word. Grutsch McKinney, Jackie. It was after he
left that I wondered, maybe it was the name attached to the student; maybe it was that he was an international
student, a trace of a Korean accent to his English, but undeniably understandable to any who cared to listen
first and judge based on name later.


